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Lithium sector update June 5, 2017 

Highlights from lithium conference and site visit 

On May 31
st 

and June 1
st 

we attended the Lithium Supply & Markets Conference 

hosted by Industrial Minerals in Montreal, Quebec. The conference attracted 

over 300 delegates representing lithium developers, lithium ion battery 

materials producers, and government representatives from multiple 

jurisdictions. After attending the conference and speaking with numerous 

industry representatives our bullish view on the sector was re-enforced, 

particularly for projects with a superior quality resource and a proven 

management team. The key highlight of the conference was Roskill Information 

Services Ltd.’s ten year lithium demand forecast which suggests that demand 

could increase five-fold to 1.0mm tpy LCE in 2026 (200K LCE in 2016) vs. our 

conservative demand forecast of 535K tpy LCE in 2025. 

NLC releases positive maiden resource estimate 

On May 23
rd 

NLC published the maiden resource estimate for its Tres 

Quebradas lithium brine project (3Q Project) in Argentina. Using a lithium cut- 

off grade of 520 mg/l, the 3Q Project has a measured and indicated resource of 

714,242 Li2CO3 equivalent tonnes at an average lithium grade of 716 mg/l and 

an inferred resource of 1,339,546 Li2CO3 equivalent tonnes at an average grade 

of 713 mg/l lithium. The M+I resource has an average magnesium/lithium 

impurity of 1.99 and a sulphate/lithium impurity of 0.52. The inferred resource 

has a magnesium/lithium impurity of 2.07 and a sulphate/lithium impurity of 

0.54. 

LIX announces positive drill program update 

On May 30
th 

LIX announced a drilling program to explore the higher grade 

northern extension of the Diablilos basin which could potentially expand the 

existing resource estimate. Seismic survey data suggests that the basin extends 

up to 3km north of the previously defined resource area with higher grade 

brines. Drilling and pumping test field work in the northern extension of the 

deposit is expected to be completed by September 2017, the results of which 

will be incorporated into a feasibility study scheduled to be released in Q4/17. 

Enirgi Group and LSC Lithium Corp. site visit highlights 

From May 23
rd 

– May 25
th 

we visited Enirgi Group’s (private company, not 

covered) recently commissioned demo DXP plant at Salar del Rincon and LSC 

Lithium Corp. (LSC:TSXV, not covered) in Salta, Argentina. The strategic 

relationship between the two companies is such that LSC expects to extract and 

deliver unprocessed brine from its salars to Enirgi Group’s proposed commercial 

DXP plant. Enirgi Group owns approximately 18% of LSC’s common shares. The 

next step in the process is a revised DFS for the commercial DXP plant which 

management is targeting to complete by the end of 2017. 
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Takeaways from the Lithium Conference 

On May 31
st 

and June 1
st 

we attended the Lithium Supply & Markets Conference hosted by 

Industrial Minerals in Montreal, Quebec. The conference attracted over 300 delegates 

representing lithium developers, lithium ion battery materials producers, and government 

representatives from multiple jurisdictions. After attending the conference and speaking with 

numerous industry representatives our bullish view on the sector was re-enforced, particularly 

for projects with a superior quality resource and a proven management team. 

Lithium demand could reach 1mm tpy LCE by 2026 

At the conference, Roskill Information Services Ltd. (Roskill), a market research firm, presented its 

ten year lithium demand forecast (Figure 1) which estimates that demand could increase five-fold 

to 1.0mm tpy LCE in 2026 (base case scenario) from approximately 200K tpy LCE in 2016. This 

compares to our conservative forecast of 534K tpy LCE of lithium demand by 2025. The expected 

growth in lithium demand continues to be driven by electric vehicle battery applications. 

Specifically, Roskill predicts that global automotive sales could increase to 157mm vehicles per 

year by 2030 vs. 94mm vehicles in 2016 and that global penetration rates for battery electric and 

plug-in hybrid vehicles could increase to 9% and 7%, respectively by 2025 (vs. 0.6% and 0.4% in 

2016). The recurring theme of the conference was that demand growth for electric vehicles will 

likely be a function of declining battery costs and supportive government policy as detailed 

below, which is consistent with our view. 

Figure 1. Roskill lithium demand forecast 
 

Source: Roskill 
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Declining battery costs to drive EV adoption 

Following our discussions with industry participants at the conference, we continue to believe 

that declining battery costs will be key to future electric vehicle adoption by consumers. Battery 

costs of approximately US$100/kWh, the level at which cost parity with internal combustion 

engines is achieved, could be reached by 2022-20225 (Figure 2). Reducing battery costs will be a 

function of battery producers building out additional production capacity going forward. 

Figure 2. Forecast lithium ion battery costs 
 

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance 

Figure 3 details current battery production capacity and expansion projects expected to come on 

line by 2021. Tesla’s recently constructed 35GWh gigafactory could approach production capacity 

by the end of 2018. In addition, other battery producers, particularly in China, have also 

announced ambitious growth plans. The scope of these projects suggest that global lithium ion 

battery production capacity could grow to 273GWh by 2021, up 164% from current levels. 

Figure 3. Lithium Ion Battery Producers’ Capacity 
 

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance 
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Government policies continue to support electric vehicles 

Industry participants also reiterated the significance of government policies to support electric 

vehicle adoption. For example, in September 2016 China released a draft policy targeting 12% of 

vehicle sales to be electric by 2020 vs. approximately 2% in 2016 which equates to 2.2mm 

vehicles based on 2016 sales. Chinese government policy continues to incentivize electric vehicle 

adoption through reduced registration fees and increased vehicle use allowance relative to 

internal combustion engine vehicles. This is significant as China represents the largest automotive 

market in the world (30% of global sales in 2016). In Europe, countries such as Germany have 

supported proposed EU policies to ban the registration of new vehicles with internal combustions 

engine vehicles by 2030. Although the federal administration in the US has recently opted to 

abandon the Paris climate change accord of 2015, state level policies such as California’s plan to 

promote 1.5mm zero emissions vehicles on the road by 2025 continue to support electric vehicle 

adoption in the US. We continue to believe that supportive government policies to reduce carbon 

emissions will play a key role in electric vehicle adoption going forward. 

Lithium carbonate price outlook remains positive 

The demand outlook for lithium carbonate combined with the significant capex required to build 

out lithium development projects provides positive support for lithium carbonate pricing over the 

long term. After taking into account approximately 100K tpy LCE of additional lithium carbonate 

production expected to come on line in 2017, Roskill’s lithium demand outlook suggests that 

producers would have to expand current lithium production by 700K tpy LCE by 2026 

(approximately 200K tonnes LCE produced in 2016). Our more conservative demand estimate 

implies that an additional 234K tpy LCE production capacity must come online by 2025. To put 

this into perspective, assuming US$12,500/tn LCE of capex is required to finance development 

projects, approximately US$2.9B – US$8.8B of capex could be required to build out lithium 

production capacity to meet demand over the next ten years. While incumbent producers such as 

Albemarle have announced capacity expansion plans up to 2020, the market will likely need 

additional supply from junior lithium developers beyond 2020. We believe these factors should 

provide positive support for the contract battery grade lithium carbonate price which currently 

stands at US$10,000/tn LCE – US$16,000/tn LCE in China (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Battery grade lithium carbonate contract price in China US$/kg 
 

Source: Industrial Minerals
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